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Abstra t

We onsider the array lo ated at a plane. The oordinate system we hose has u, v axes at the
array plane, and w axis perpendi ular to the array plane. W omponents of the baselines are equal
zero and therefore expressions des ribing the Fourier transform pairs: IMAGE VISIBILITIES do
not in lude the w omponent of the ve tor dire ted to the urrent point at the sour e. As a result this
Fourier transform is be oming two dimensional at the whole semi sphere of the sky. This is obviously
true for a snapshot observation. The method to onne t di erent time snapshot observations is given.

*)

1 Introdu tion

The visibility as a fun tion of the baseline ve tor D~ is related with the sour e brightness distribution
B (~(e) by the well known expression (see [1℄ for example)( e e t of the array element primary beam is
skipped here):
(D~ ) =

Z

~  ~e)d
B (~e) exp( j 2D

(1)

where ~e is the unit ve tor dire ted to the point at the sky;
e~0 is the unit ve tor dire ted to the sour e referen e point;
~e = ~e e~0
~ the base line ve tor;
D
 at the exponent power stands for the s alar produ t of the ve tors.
Consider all antennas of the array lo ated at a plane. Lets hose the following oordinate system
for ve tors D~ and ~e, ~e, e~0:
~u, ~v are lo ated at the array plane; ~u to south; ~v to east;
w~ is perpendi ular to the array plane.
Ve tor ~e at the hosen oordinate system is determined as:
~e = (
os(Æ)  os(H )  sin(LAT ) sin(Æ)  os(LAT );
os(Æ)  sin(H );
os(Z ))
(2)
1

where Z is zenith angle - the angle between ~e and zenith to the station plane;
Æ; H are de lination and hour angle of the sour e;
LAT is the array enter latitude.
W omponent of the ~e ( os(Z ) os(Z0 )) does not ontribute to the s alar produ t in the ase
of the plane array (our ase) be ause all base line ve tors have zero W omponents.
Therefore the equation 1 an be rewritten as the two dimensional Fourier transform:
Z

(Du; Dv ) = B(eu ; ev ) exp( j 2(Dueu + Dv ev ) deu dev
(3)
where eu = os(Æ)  os(H )  sin(LAT ) sin(Æ)  os(LAT )
os(Æ0 )  os(H0 )  sin(LAT ) + sin(Æ0)  os(LAT )
ev = os(Æ)  sin(H ) os(Æ0)  sin(H0 )
The image an be restored from the set of the visibilities given by equation 3 by the inverse two
dimensional Fourier transform.
We an make the on lusion here that the eld of view is not limited by the W omponent
problem for a snapshot observation if the array is plane.

2 How to onne t di erent snapshot observations?

Lets rewrite equation 3 for the rst (referen e) snapshot session:
(Du; Dv ) =

Z

B (eu1 ; ev1 ) exp( j 2(Du eu1 + Dv ev1 ) deu1 dev1

(4)

Both the referen e (e~0) and the given (~e) points at the sour e moves (along di erent traje tories)
at the hosen oordinate system. So the ve tor ~e is be oming di erent for another snapshot session
(another time). The ve tor ~e2 ( the se ond snapshot session) an be obtained by linear transformation
(in some area of Æ; H ) of the ve tor ~e1 ( the rst snapshot session):
~e2 = (eu2 ; eV 2)
= ((eu1  a + ev1  b); (eu1  + ev1  d))

(5)

where a, b, ,and d are the elements of the transformation matrix.
Using equation 5 we an rewrite equation 4 given for the rst snapshot session to the relevant
equation for the se ond snapshot session:
(Du; Dv ) =
0

where

0

Z

B (eu1 ; ev1 ) exp( j 2(Du eu1 + Dv ev1 ) deu1 dev1
0

0

(6)

Du = Du  a + Dv 
Dv = Du  b + Dv  d
0

0

Looking at equations 4 and 6, we see that onne tion of the se ond snapshot session provide
additional set of visibilities for another base lines Du; DV and just two dimensional Fourier transform of
the sour e brightness orresponded to the oordinates of the rst snapshot session is used. That means
the two dimensional inverse Fourier transform an be applied to the two ( and learly more) snapshot
sessions visibilities to restore the sour e brightness distribution orresponded to the oordinates of the
rst (referen e) snapshot session.
0
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3 What range of de linations and right as ensions where all
omponents of the sour e move relatively the referen e point
in a ordan e of the linear matrix for the xed time?

Combining several snapshot observation using the linear matrix for the baseline onversion is orre t only
if all omponents of the sour e move at the array plane following of the same matrix for the given time
or by other words the values a; b; ; and d at the equation 5 are identi al for all omponents of the sour e
(for the xed time).
This requirement limits the eld of view.
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Figure 1: Traje tory of the referen e point (de lination 4Æ. labeled by stars) and the point apart in
de lination and right as ension by 5Æ (labeled by ir les) at the plane zenith angle-azimuth. The array
latitude is 34Æ.
Figure 1 shows the traje tory of the referen e point (de lination 4Æ labeled by star) and a sour e
point apart in de linationÆ and right as ension by 5Æ (labeled by ir le) at the plane zenith angle-azimuth.
The array latitude is 34 . Ea h ir le and star orrespond to the hour angle starting with -6 hour going
to +6 hour with the step 1.5 hour.
We are looking at the di eren e ve tor (between ir les and stars). The question is how big is the
area on the sky (Æ;  ) in whi h the hanging of this di eren e ve tor from the referen e time to the
given time is des ribed by the same linear matrix for any sour e omponent inside the sky area. This
matrix an be di erent for di erent time but onstant for any sky point inside of the area for the xed
time. We onsider a small vi inity of the referen e point. So the di eren e ve tor an be presented as a
linear ombination of the ve tor deviations:
X =

X
Æ

X
 Æ + H
 H

3

= ( sin Æ os H sin(LAT ) os Æ os(LAT ))  Æ +
( os Æ sin H sin(LAT ))  H + X
Y
Y = Y
 Æ + H
 H
Æ
= ( sin Æ sin H )  Æ + ( os Æ os H )  H + Y
(7)
where X = os(Æ)  os(H )  sin(LAT ) sin(Æ)  os(LAT )
Y = os(Æ)  sin(H ) ( see equation 2)
X; Y are the relevant deviations of the a tual transformation from the linear one.
Lets sele t the referen e time at H=0. Then we an infer from equation (7) the following oordinates of the di eren e ve tor at the referen e time:
Xr = os(Æ LAT )  Æ
Yr = os Æ  H
(8)
Substituting equation 8 into equation 7, we an infer the expression related the di eren e ve tor
oordinates at the given time with the di eren e ve tor oordinates at the referen e time.
X = X 2X  Xr + Y 2X  Yr + X
Y = X 2Y  Xr + Y 2Y  Yr + Y
Where the oeÆ ients of the transformation are determined by the following expression:

(9)

LAT ) + os Æ os(LAT )
= sin Æ os H sin(os(
Æ LAT )
Y 2X =
sin H sin(LAT )
sin
Æ sin H
X 2Y =
os(Æ LAT )
Y 2Y = os H
(10)
The deviations of the a tual transformation from the linear one (X; Y ) an be found through the
se ond derivatives of X and Y :
X 2X

X = 12  ( os Æ os H sin LAT + sin Æ os LAT ) Æ2 + 2(sin Æ sin H sin LAT )ÆH +
( os Æ os H sin(LAT ))H 2 ℄
Y = 12  ( os Æ sin H )Æ2 + 2( sin Æ os H ) ÆH + ( os Æ sin H ) H 2
(11)
The transformation from the referen e time to the given time an be onsidered as a linear one
if the deviations (eq. 11) are less than some portion of the array resolution (say 20.1) 02:1 D , where D is
the array size. The deviations as determined by equations 11 are the order of Æ ; H . The values of
Æ2; H 2 are the squares of half of eld of view where the linearity of the transformation is valid. So
the eld of view is determined by the following expressions:
p

r

0:1 D

r

f ' 2 2
 D
(12)
For omparison, the eld of view at the usual oordinate system ( as given at the page 83 of [1℄ is
three times less.
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4 Final expressions for U,V and onversion of the image restored at the horizontal plane to the image at ; Æ oordinates

Considering that the referen e time is at H = 0 => t = we an derive (infer) (from equations 6 and
10) the following expressions for U; V .

LAT ) + os Æ0 os(LAT )
sin Æ0 sin H0
= Du sin Æ0 os H0 sin(
+
Dv
os(Æ0 LAT )
os(Æ0 LAT )
V
Du Y 2X + Dv Y 2Y = +Du sin H0 sin(LAT ) + Dv os H0
(13)
where H0 = t 0 is hour angle of the referen e point at the time t
ve tor ~u is dire ted to north; ve tor ~v is dire ted to east
U

=
=

Du X 2X + Dv X 2Y

In parti ular U = Du, V = Dv for the referen e time (H0 = 0)
Conversion of the image restored at the horizontal plane to the image at
by the simple linear transformation ( equation 8):

;Æ

oordinates is represented

Xr

Æ =

os(Æ
Yr
os Æ

 =

LAT )

(14)

5 Another way using oplanarity of an array.

We an proje t the sour e to the UV plane lo ated at the array plane at the xed time orresponded
to the lo al hour angle equal 0. W axis is perpendi ular to this plane. The baselines proje ted to this
oordinate system will be hanging during rotation of the Earth. Spe i ally W proje tion is equal zero
at the small vi inity of the hour angle equaled zero. The question is how big is the time interval where we
an onsider W ' 0. The following equations show the dependen e of the U,V,W on the U0; V0; W0 and
time (hour angle). U0; V0 ; W0 are the baseline proje tions to the U,V,W oordinate system orresponded
to the array plane at the xed time orresponded to the lo al hour angle equal 0.
= ( V0 sin LAT + W0 os LAT ) sin H + U0 os H  os(H )
= (+V0 sin LAT W0 os LAT ) sin LAT os H + U0 sin LAT sin H
+ (V0 os LAT + W0 sin LAT ) os LAT
W = ( V0 sin LAT + W0 os LAT ) os LAT os H U0 os LAT sin H
+ (V0 os LAT + W0 sin LAT ) sin LAT
(15)
where U0; V0; W0 are the baseline proje tions to the U,V axis lo ated at the array plane
and W perpendi ular to the plane
LAT is the latitude of array enter
H is the lo al hour angle
For a oplanar array, W0 = 0 and W at an arbitrary time (hour angle) an be found from equation 15:
U
V

W

H



H

q

= 2 os LAT sin 2
= 2 os LAT sin 2

V0 sin LAT sin
V

2
0

5

sin

2

H

U0

2

H

os 2

LAT + U



2
0

H

sin 2



'



(16)

where ' = ar tan(U0; V0 sin LAT )
The sqrt at the equation 16 is approximately equal length of the baseline at the UV plane. So the
maximum value of W is equal: Wmax = 2 os LAT sin H2 Bmax. The eld of view is inverse proportional
to the square root of Wmax. HSo 1oplanarity of the array an give a gain in the eld of view whi h is
proportional to (2 os LAT sin 2 ) 2 . This gain is espe ially big for a high latitude of the array, that ould
be simple predi ted. For VLA (LAT = 34Æ) the gain is more than 2 times if the observation ontinue less
than 1 hour.

6 Are the VLA on gurations oplanar?
Table 1: Deviation of the VLA antennas o the tted plane at the zenith dire tion.
Max Z , m
RMS Z, m
fp, deg
f , deg

VLAA VLAA-E72 VLAB VLAB-W28 VLAC VLAC-E18 VLAD VLAD-N9
59.3
16.7
14.0
6.5
2.3
1.5
0.78
0.67
15.0
6.5
4.4
3.3
0.7
0.4
0.25
0.18
0.8
1.7
2.6
3.4
16.3
28.5
45.6
63.3
0.32
0.32
0.57
0.57
1.04
1.04
1.8
1.8

I have tted a plane (by least square method) in ea h of four VLA on gurations to see the
deviations of a tual antenna positions o the plane at the lo al zenith dire tions. The result is given at
the table 1. I have found that for ea h of four VLA on guration there is one antenna whi h deviates of
the tted plane too mu h. So the table 1 shows the maximum deviation and the rms for all 27 antennas
and ex luding the most deviated antenna. An array on guration an be onsidered as a plane one if the
phase ontribution of the W term ex eeds some portion of the turn (say 0.1):
Z fp < 0:1
(17)
 2
The third line at the table 1 is the eld of view estimated from this inequality for  = 1m (Z is
taken from the RMS' line of the table) The fourth line at the table gives the eld of view estimated by
equation 12 again for the same wavelength  = 1m. It is seen from the table that the fourth line is
less than the third one for any VLA on guration. The same on lusion an be made for the shorter
wavelength  = 0:2m. Therefore we an onsider all VLA on gurations being at!! at least
for the wavelength  longer than 20 m.

7 Con lusion

Using the oordinate system related with the plane of an array may lead to some advantage in omparison
with usually used oordinate system:
1. No limit of the eld of view (by W term) for snapshot observation.
2. Simple ombine of the di erent snapshot session staying in two dimensional Fourier transform environment.
3. The snapshot session ombine an be arried out at the limited eld of view. This eld of view is
bigger in omparison with standard oordinate system.
4. The fa et on ept an be used to in rease the total eld of view. The implementation of this on ept
an be simpler be ause all fa ets are in the plane. Ea h fa et an have a square shape.
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